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To quickly walk through whats changed in the update: Adjusted High Fidelity
settings to work on lower end devices. Before, the game wouldn't run on old mobile
devices like the NVIDIA Shield/XBOX Console. Now it does. Tweaked camera quality
settings to work better on lower end devices. The FPS was pretty good on mobile
games but it still looked ugly. Thanks to @ZeroSheep for suggesting that I change
these settings. Changed Yandere-chan's teacher to "best friend" instead of "petty
relationship", she aways thinks of him as her best friend. As well as added a new
"best friend" for Senpai Adjusted "Where is she" lines in Yandere-chan's room to
make it more clear as to where the location is I've been trying to fix an issue with

the game I made for the month of Febuary but have had no success.Yandere Sim is
about a highschool girl named Yandere-chan who has a cold heart and is prone to
killing when she feels her emotions getting close to the breaking point. She thinks
that Senpai is somehow manipulating her and tries to keep him from seeing the

world as it is. This effects her ability to understand and connect with others,
including Senpai. She longs for Senpai to come to her side and cheer her up like he
did to her. After a while though, Senpai shows his true colors by rejecting her and
the feeling of being rejected leaves her heart broken. She lays in bed crying and
after a while, someone knocks at the door. It's Senpai and he's shocked to see

Yandere-chan's broken state. He slowly walks up to her and hugs her. He kisses her
and both laugh, now with their emotions totally in check. She tells Senpai that he

has been the best thing that has ever happened to her. They walk outside together
and the two embrace. The rest is up to you.
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the included mods have been developed by the community and are released under the creative
commons attribution-noncommercial 4.0 international license. feel free to use them to help improve
yandere simulator. there are hundreds of mods to choose from and its up to you what you want to
add to your game. the game files are for the most part free of charge. all mods come in the form of
large files that you need to download and extract. some of the larger files are large images that you
will need to download. all of the mods have a faq (frequently asked questions) page with information
on them so you can always ask the developers if you have any questions. some of the mods in this

group are not free and will come with an optional payment. the payment will enable you to download
the mod and it is entirely optional. you do not need to pay to download the mod and there is no
obligation to use it. if you use any of these mods and experience problems, you need to provide

feedback about the mod. these mods are created by people and if the person who made the mod is
not responsive about the mod, then it might be difficult to get the mod updated. all of the mods in
this section can be downloaded in the steam workshop. the mods are usually grouped under the

“yandere simulator mods” category. mods can be added to the steam workshop by right clicking the
“yandere simulator mods” category and selecting “add to workshop”. once your mod has been
added to the workshop, you can access it there. if you click on the mod, it will take you to the

workshop page where you can download the mod. 5ec8ef588b
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